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SUMMARY

Scanning photoacoustic microscopy (SPAM) and related thermal wave

imaging techniques are emerging as methods of non-destructive evaluation

(NDE), applicable to surface and near-surface characterization. The

usefulness of these methods results from sensitivity to thermal properties,

such as diffusivity and boundary conditions, near the point on the surface

being probed. Through this sensitivity to localized thermal properties,

scanning photoacoustic microscopy can examine beneath the surface of an

opaque material for voids, closed or open cracks, and inclusions. The

maximum probe depth is approximately 2 mm, and the technique is particularly

sensitive to flaws at depths from about 1 micron to 300 microns. . SPAM is

also well suited to automatic data acquisition.

In this report, thermal wave imaging of coated samples, surface

geometries of homogeneous samples, and dispersed particles in rubber samples

are discussed. The report also presents thermal wave images which have been

sent to TACOM for color encoding.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Applications. Scanning Photoacoustic Microscopy (SPAM) is an emerging

nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technique, initiated at Wayne State

1University , and is applicable to surface and near surface characterization.

Research in our laboratory and elsewhere 1-10 is establishing the

experimental and theoretical framework for interpreting SPAM micrographs for

a variety of subsurface defects. These include a simulated subsurface

void 5  delaminations in layered structures 6 , closed, lateral subsurface

78 9cracks '8, and closed slanted cracks. SPAM has also been applied to

complex shaped parts such as turbine engine components. 10

1.2 Technical Principles.

1.2.1 Thermal Wave Generation. Detailed descriptions of SPAM and its

potential for nondestructive evaluation (NDE) applications are given in the

literature. 1-10 Essentially, the technique may be thought of as thermal

wave imaging, where an intensity-modulated and focused laser beam (electron

beams or ion beams may also be used) establishes a point source of heat

which varies in time at the modulating (or "chopping") frequency. The beam

is scanned over the sample surface to generate, one point at a time, a

photoacoustic image.

The temperature (T) within the sample, beneath the point on the surface

being probed, is a function of time (t) and depth (x). These variations can

be modeled by solving the one-dimensional thermal diffusion equation for a

semi-infinite solid whose temperature at the boundary is a periodic function

of time. Assuming a sinusoidal variation, the steady-state solution is of

the form

T(x,t) = T exp[i(qx - wt)],
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where i = square root of - 1 and q, w, are explained below. The temperature

in the solid is periodic in space and time. The space variable is a complex

quantity with equal real and imaginary parts, so the thermal wave is very

highly damped spatially. Significant temperature variations extend only to

one or two multiples of the thermal wavelength. (The thermal wavelength,

Xt . is defined as 242k/wpc)1/2, where w/27T = the heat source modulating

frequency, and k, p , and c are the thermal conductivity, density and heat

capacity of the material). The thermal wave accordingly probes only the

region close to the surface, The probed depth can be varied

experimentally by adjusting the laser (or other heat source) modulation

frequency. Typically, the thermal wave depth can be varied from 100 Pm to

k2mm. Defects between the surface and that depth are detectable due to

variation in thermal properties or discontinuities in thermal properties.

Photoacoustic signals are also sensitive to variations in surface

conditions, as will be described in the present work.

1.2.2 Thermal Wave Signal Detection Methods. Thermal wave imaging can be

performed with any of several thermal wave detection techniques. One method

uses a sensitive microphone in conjunction with a gas cell surrounding the

point being probed. As the point is alternately heated and cooled, it in

turn heats and cools the air (or other gas) in its vicinity, generating an

acoustic (sound) signal which the microphone detects. Another technique is

optical mirage-effect detection (MIRAGE), whereby a separate laser probe

beam is directed parallel to the material surface through the air above the

point being probed. The gradient in optical index of refraction of the air,

associated with the temperature gradient in the air, causes a deflection of

the probe laser beam. This deflection is detected by a position sensor and

is the MIRAGE signal.

Thermal wave signals generated by a microphone or probe laser system
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have both an amplitude and a phase (relative to the heating laser

modulation). Thermal wave images can be generated by recording the

amplitude or phase of the signal as a function of position as the relative

position between the heating point and the surface of the material under

study is scanned.

1.3 Comparison of Methods. A detailed comparison of gas-cell and MIRAGE

techniques for detecting slanted cracks has recently been carried out by the

Wayne State research group. The results were that MIRAGE detection is

especially useful in detecting vertical cracks, and has the advantage of

non-contact with the surface being probed. A disadvantage of MIRAGE is that

the geometry of the specimen must be such as to allow access by the probe

beam, from source to detector, to a line nearly tangent to the surface at

all points to be probed. Thermal wave images taken by gas-cell and MIRAGE

techniques are presented in this report.

1.4 Data Collection and Processing. These thermal wave scans are

controlled by a microprocessor, and digital data acquisition and storage

techniques are employed. Most of the data presentations will be in the form

of gray scale micrographs. In these micrographs, typically a 6.35 pm x 6.35

vim pixel is used (I step x 1 step of the x-y stages), resulting in 12,500 to

22,500 points. In some cases, where a larger area is to be scanned, a

larger pixel is used. Computer-generated perpective plots have been

utilized in some cases. In addition, although gray scale micrographs can be

obtained at WSU by intensity-modulating the electron beam of a CRT display,

the high-resolution color graphics capability at TACOM was used for most of

the micrographs in this report, in order to enhance the display of

information generated
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by the SPAM process. In some instances (i.e., analysis of the roughness

standards data), a microcomputer is used to analyze the data for comparison

with conventional measurements of average properties.

In summary, SPAM is applicable for surface and near subsurface NDE,

with a depth range which can be varied. The authors have calculated the

thermal wave scattering expected theoretically from simple subsurface

defects and found excellent agreement with experiments on fabricated

defects in uniform materials. Characteristic signatures have been

identified which allow these defects to be discriminated from one another.

Thermal wave imaging is also well suited to automatic data acquisition.

2.0 THERMAL WAVE IMAGES FOR COLOR ENCODING AT TACOM

2.1 Data Link Between Wayne State and TACOM. In order to circumvent the

limited gray scale resolution of the CRT/black and white film display,

and to utilize more of the inherent resolution (8 bit) of the data, a

digital data transfer link was established between the authors' laboratory

at Wayne State University and TACOM. This enables thermal wave images to

be transferred in a format which is compatible with the Hewlett-Packard

computer system at the Survivability Research Division of the TACOM

Tank-Automotive Concepts Laboratory at the Tank-Automotive Command.

Images with at least 10,000 points (100 x 100) obtained from several

different specimens have been transferred. Included were images of

adjacent areas on one specimen to form a 400 x 400 point composite image.

In each case, identifiable features are present in the images.

2.2 Images Encoded. A perspective plot and conventional gray scale

thermal wave images of four samples are presented in Figs. 1-4.
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Fig. 2. An optical image (top), Gas-cell thermal wave magnitude (middle),
and a MIRAGE thermal wave image (lower) of an open, nearly vertical
fatigue crack in an aluminum alloy. A detailed description is given
in Ref. 7.
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a

b

Fig. 3. Composite optical and SPAM micrographs of a 400 x 400 point region

of an aluminum alloy containing fatigue cracks which are apparently

smaller in length than our present detection capability (-' 3•pm). A

detailed description is given in Ref. 7.
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V2

Fig. 4. SPAM magnitude and phase perspective plots (top) and gray scale

images (bottom) of a 450 slanted fabricated crack in an aluminum

alloy. A detailed description is given in Ref. 9.
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Figure 1 shows a four-phase perspective plot 8 of a brittle fracture

region beneath a Knoop-indented SiC surface, where gas-cell detection was

used. In each of the four separate plots in Fig. 1, the magnitude

(height) at a given position represents the component of the photoacoustic

signal projected along a phase-vector (phasor) with a given phase relative

to the heating laser modulation. Hence, in the - 90 degree plot, the

height at each point represents the value of that component of the

photoacoustic signal which lags 90 degrees behind that for which the

corresponding signal from the undamaged region is maximized.

8The authors have demonstrated elsewhere that this characteristic

phase dependence is to be expected for thermal wave scattering from a

field of closed, lateral cracks which are thermally close to the surface

(depth<< X t ). These images have also been displayed using the

high-resolution color graphics monitor at TACOM.

Figure 2 shows an optical image, two gas-cell thermal wave images

(magnitude and phase), and a MIRAGE image of an open, nearly vertical

fatigue crack in an aluminum alloy. (Phase image refers to a thermal wave

image where changes in phase, rather than of magnitude, of the received

signal are recorded). Figure 3 shows optical and gas-cell thermal wave

images of another aluminum alloy, both of which are composites of a number

of smaller images arranged to illustrate a 400 x 400 point region. This

sample has fatigue cracks which are smaller in length than our present

detection capability ( o 30 -pm). Color images have been prepared using

the same thermal wave data, but the small cracks are still not detectable.

Figure 4 illustrates gas-cell magnitude and phase images of a 45 degree

slanted fabricated crack in an aluminum alloy, which have been explained

theoretically in Reference 9.
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3.0 COATED SAMPLES

Specimens of CM 500L coated graphite from San Fernando Laboratories

were provided by TACOM to test the ability of thermal wave imaging to

assess coating uniformity. Three segments of a 103 mm long sample were

provided, with the coating thickness ranging from 98v'm at one end to 130pm

at the other end. The results of measurements using both SPAM and MIRAGE

were negative for the following reasons: With gas-cell detection, the

signal change due to variation in the window-to-sample distance during the

scan dominates variations attributable to changes in coating thickness. A

similar problem is encountered with MIRAGE, where signal variation caused

by the varying separation of the probe beam from the surface (due to

sample geometry), again, dominates signal variations due to coating

thickness variations. In both cases, alignment is critical when one tries

to measure very gradual changes in signal. This type of problem is more

amenable to photothermal detection, as described by Busse 11. In this

case, the response detected is infrared radiation emitted from the point

being probed, which fluctuates at the modulation frequency of the heat

source (laser or otherwise). Again, this response has a characteristic

magnitude and phase which are influenced by anomalies at depths within

range of the thermal wave. Both source (i.e. the point being probed) and

detector are effectively points, and the only additional parameter which

comes into play is localized surface emissivity.
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4.0 SURFACE GEOMETRY

4.1 Samples Studied. Gas-cell and MIRAGE scans were performed on samples

with known surface characteristics to study the relationship of the thermal

wave signals to surface geometry. Two samples, consisting of simple

profiles machined on an aluminum alloy substrate, were studied. In

addition, MIRAGE scans were performed on surface roughness standards (Rubert

Composite Pocket Set No. 130).

4.2 Step Wedge. The first shape studied is a step wedge, shown in Fig. 5.

The step height is 0.4 mm, the maximum wedge width is 1.048mm, and its

length is 10.31mm. Figure 6 illustrates two thermal wave images, one of

which was obtained using gas-cell detection and the other, the MIRAGE

method. The gas-cell image was obtained at 2.5 kHz modulation frequency and

a fixed lock-in amplifier phase angle, while the MIRAGE image is a

magnitude-only plot (i.e., signal phase relative to heating laser modulation

was disregarded) taken at 200 Hz. As one would expect theoretically, the

signal has its maximum variation when the heating beam spot is within about

one thermal diffusion length of the vertical surface boundary. When the

thermal diffusion length in air is very small compared to the step height,

there is also an increase (black in Fig. 6) in the MIRAGE signal when the

heating beam scans on the wedge, relative to the signal strength obtained

from the background surface. This is because the probe beam can pass closer

to a heated spot on the wedge than is the case when a point on the

background surface is probed. If the modulation frequency is such that the

probe beam is several diffusion lengths (in air) above the background

surface, a non-zero signal will be possible only when the heating beam is

directed on the wedge.
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Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of a step wedge on the surface of an aluminum.
alloy. The step height is 0.4 min, the maximum wedge width is
1.048mm, and its length is 10.31mm.
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Fig. 6. SPAM thermal wave image at 2.5 kHz and a fixed phase angle (a) and
MIRAGE thermal wave magnitude image at 200 Hz (b) for the step wedge
shown schematically in Fig. 5. In both images, dark represents a
large thermal wave magnitude, and the horizontal lines are an
artifact from the scanning.
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With gas-cell detection, the predicted and observed signals from points

on the central portion of the wedge are essentially identical to those from

points on the background surface. Only when the heating beam is within a

thermal diffusion length (in the solid) or so of the wedge boundary, are

changes in the signal observed. This is because the acoustic signal in a

non-resonant gas cell is basically a measure of the integrated surface

temperature of the sample, regardless of the heated spot location.

4.3 Parallel Channel Sample. The second surface geometry studied consisted

of four equally spaced channels 7.7mm long, 0.43mm wide, 0.43mm deep, with

0.36mm separation, machined with an end mill in an aluminum alloy substrate.

A digitally recorded optical image (Fig. 7) was generated by scanning a

portion of this surface with an argon ion laser, while monitoring the

scattered light with a phototransistor. MIRAGE line scans were then

performed, at modulation frequencies from 6.25 Hz to 6.4 kHz. The signal

magnitude as a function of position for each of these frequencies is shown

in Fig. 8. The signal variations are similar to those for the step wedge,

in that the signal undulates as the heating beam repeatedly passes from the

top surface, into a channel, and back. As expected, the signal decreases

when the heating beam is in a channel and increases when the top surface is

probed, since the probe beam can pass closer to the latter than the former.

In studying line scans taken at various modulation frequencies, the

data become clearer and better defined with increasing frequency. At 6.25

Hz, the signal variations between top surface and channel are not sharply

defined. At 1.6 kHz, 3.2 kHz, and 6.4 kHz, these variations are well

defined. At all frequencies, a spike is observed as the heating beam passes

from a channel to the top surface, but not when the heating beam enters the

next channel. This asymmetry results from the slight anlge between the

heating beam and the normal to the surface.
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Fig. 7. Digitally recorded optical perspective plot (top) and gray scale
image (bottom), using the reflected Ar-ion laser light, of the
surface of an aluminum alloy containing four equally spaced channels
of dimensions 7.7 mm long, 0.43 mm wide, 0.43 mim deep, and 0.36 mmn
separation. The dark regions correspond to small reflected
intensity.
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6.25 Hz
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100 Hz ••

400 Hz

1.6 kHz

3.2 k Hz
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Fig. 8. MIRAGE thermal wave (magnitude) line scans of the aluminum alloycontaining four equally spaced channels as a function of frequency(compare with Fig. 7). The length of the scans is 6.35 mm.
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4.4 Surface Roughness Standards Samples. The third surface profile on an

isotropic substrate was provided by the Rubert Composite Pocket Set No. 130

surface roughness standards. A previous report12 describes gas-cell

measurements performed on these standards. In particular, that report

discussed studies of two milling standards, N6 (32 pinches AA) and N7 (63

pinches or 1.6 microns AA). The preliminary assessment was that the RMS

photoacoustic phase variation, while giving fair correlation with the

nominal surface roughnesses, are likely to depend in a complicated way on

the ratio of thermal wavelength to average roughness dimension. It is

therefore difficult to extract reliable quantitative roughness information

from these signals. As an example of the difficulties involved, this

current report has pointed out that, with the step wedge geometry sample,

only the edges are easily detected by gas-cell SPAM.

In the present study~a series of line scans were performed on milling

standards N6, N7, N8 (125pinches or 3.175 microns AA) and N9 (250Pinches or

6.35 microns AA), using MIRAGE detection and magnitude-only signal plotting.

Line traces for these scans are shown in Figs. 9-12. An Apple II computer
o 12

program which determines the percentage variation in the signal (RMS

variation in proportion to the mean signal) was modified slightly and run

for each sample. Because background variations were comparable to or

somewhat larger than the roughness-caused signal variations, the curves were

divided into five segments, with RMS deviation calculated relative to the

best linear fit to each segment. The mean of these five values was then

defined to be the rms variation of the entire line, and was divided by the

mean of the linear fits to determine the percentage variation. The results

for vertical milling standards N6 throuh N9 are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of Surface Roughness and MIRAGE Variations.

SAMPLE MECHANICAL ROUGHNESS (AA) MIRAGE VARIATION

(W inches) (microns) (% Magnitude)

N6 32 0.81 5.08 ± 0.69

N7 63 1.6 6.82 ± 1.12

N8 125 3.175 7.24 + 0.56

N9 250 6.35 46.25 + 8.5

One can see from the traces in Figs. 9-12, that the ridges increase in

height and become more widely spaced as roughness increases. From the data

in Table 1 the mechanical roughness increases by a factor of 7.8 from N6 to

N9, while the MIRAGE variation increases by a factor of 9.1. Hence there is

a fair correlation between mechanical roughnesss and MIRAGE signal

variation, as one might expect from MIRAGE studies on the simpler surface

geometries previously discussed in this section.

Because the Series N milling roughness standards have non-random

surfaces, the authors have also carried out a fast Fourier transform of the

MIRAGE scans. The power spectra of the Fourier transforms for three traces

of sample N8 are shown in Fig. 13. Recommendations concerning application

of this information to characterizing surface roughness are given below in

Section 6.
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Fig. 9. MIRAGE thermal wave (magnitude) line scans at equally spaced

intervals and a frequency of 400 Hz for vertical milling standard

N6. The length of the scans is 6.35 mm.
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Fig. 10. MIRAGE thermal wave (magnitude) line scans at equally spaced
intervals and a frequency of 400 Hz for vertical milling standard
N7. The length of the scans is 6.35 mm.
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Fig. 11. MIRAGE thermal wave (magnitude) line scans at equally spaced
intervals and a frequency of 400 Hz for vertical milling standard

N8. The length of the scans is 6.35 mm.
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Fig. 12. MIRAGE thermal wave (magnitude) line scans at equally spaced

intervals and a frequency of 400 Hz for vertical milling standard

N9. The length of the scans is 6.35 mm.
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Fig. 13. Fourier transform power spectrum of three of the line scans for
vertical milling standard N8 from Fig. 11.
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5.0 DISPERSION IN RUBBER SAMPLES

5.1 Rubber Sample Preparation. Seven rubber samples were prepared by Mr. J.

R. Beatty of Akron, Ohio for the study of dispersed particles in rubber.

The rubber formulation was 100.0 parts polyisoprene and 2.5 parts dicumyl

peroxide. Some samples include 40.0 parts high abrasion furnace black as

the dispersed particles. Samples with smooth and rough surfaces were

prepared. Smooth surfaces were obtained by curing the rubber in contact

with a lithographic plate, while rough surfaces were prepared by curing the

rubber in contact with a sand-blasted aluminum plate. Sample Type A is

smooth, pure gum. Sample Type AB is smooth, with particles. Sample Type AR

is rough, pure gum, while Type ABR is rough, with particles. One of the ABR

samples has a light silicone spray on its surface. The size of the furnace

black particles is smaller than the resolution obtained in these studies, so

only inhomogeneities in the dispersion are likely to be thermally

observable.

5.2 Laser Beam Surface Damage. A systematic study has been performed on

these rubber samples to determine susceptibility to surface damage caused by

laser beams used for thermal wave imaging. Earlier studies12 recognized the

possibility of localized damage to black rubber samples at powers as low as

5 mW, when combined with small focal spot size. Figure 14 shows the results

of two-minute exposures to varying power levels, on Rubber Sample Type AB.

The focal spot diameter was 100 Pm (area = 7.85 x 10-9 m2 ) for each

exposure, and the exposed locations on the rubber sample are at equally

spaced intervals. With the given combination of exposure time and focal

spot size, damage is evident at power levels as low as 3mW. Power levels of

2.5 mW focused on the same area produce no appreciable damage during a

typical scan for which the dwell time per point is about 0.1 sec.
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Fig. 14. Optical image of the surface of Rubber Sample AB following
successive exposures of a range of Ar-ion laser power levels (a 5
mW, b = 4.5 mW, c = 4.0 mW, d = 3.5 mW, e = 3.0 mW) for 2 minutes
each at equally spaced intervals along a line og t~e sample. The
area of the focal spot is approximately 8 x 10 m (focal spot
diameter 100 pm).
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5.3 Thermal Wave Images. Representative thermal wave images are shown in

Figs. 15-18. From these images one can conclude that much of the structure

is related to surface condition. Note, for example, the difference between

the images for the smooth (Fig. 17) and rough (Fig. 18) samples prepared

from black loaded gum rubber. With the low thermal diffusivities for these

samples, the two modulation frequencies (200 Hz and 400 Hz) used for

acquiring data are perhaps too high to permit appreciable probing beneath

the surfaces. The authors believe high abrasion furnace black is a poor

choice for testing the ability of SPAM to detect subsurface dispersed

particles. A more appropriate test defect should be selected before

extending these studies to lower frequencies.

5.4 Optical Images. Optical images of the regions of the samples scanned

thermally (see Figs. 15-18) are shown for comparison in Figs. 19 and 20.
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Fig. 15. Representative MIRAGE thermal wave images of Rubber Sample A (puregum, smooth surface). [ a) 200 Hz magnitude; b) 200 Hz phase; c)400 Hz magnitude; d) 400 Hz phase ].
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Fig. 16. Representative MIRAGE thermal wave images of Rubber Sample AR (pure
gum, rough surface). [ a) 200 Hz magnitude; b) 200 Hz phase; c) 400
Hz magnitude; d) 400 Hz phase ].
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Fig. 17. Representative MIRAGE thermal wave images of Rubber Sample AB (black
loaded, smooth surface). [ a) 200 Hz magnitude; b) 200 Hz phase; c)
400 Hz magnitude; d) 400 Hz phase I
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Fig. 18. Representative MIRAGE thermal wave images of Rubber Sample ABR
(black loaded, rough surface). [ a) 200 Hz magnitude; b) 200 Hz
phase; c) 400 Hz magnitude; d) 400 Hz phase ].
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Fig. 19. Optical images of the regions of the pure gum rubber samples scanned
thermally (see Figs. 15 and 16). a) Rubber Sample A (pure gum,
smooth surface); b) Rubber Sample AR (pure gum, rough surface).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 20. Optical images of the regions of the black loaded rubber samples
scanned thermally (see Figs. 17 and 18). a) Rubber Sample AB (black
loaded, smooth surface); b) Rubber Sample ABR (black loaded, rough
surface).
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Color Encoding. The preliminary results of color-coding thermal wave

images are encouraging. The authors recommend that further studies be made

to develop the optimum pseudocolor parameters for selected classes of data.

The feasibility of applying simple image processing routines should also be

studied.

6.2 Coating Thickness Measurements. Neither SPAM nor MIRAGE thermal wave

imaging was successful in assessing the coating uniformity of the CM 500

coated graphite samples. The authors recommend photothermal (infrared

radiation) studies for these samples, as that technique samples the surface

temperature variations directly, and has been successfully used by other

workersI1 for similar problems.

6.3 Surface Roughness Measurements. More detailed study of numerical

analysis methods is recommended for surface roughness data acquired by

MIRAGE scanning. These methods include combining the spatial spectral

content and the percentage variation of the thermal wave signal, and digital

filtering. Studies should also be made to determine whether or not the

percentage variation of the MIRAGE signal is independent of the height of

the probe laser beam above the surface, as it must be to yield a reliable

correlation with roughness.

6.4 Rubber Samples. It is recommended that optically opaque rubber samples

be prepared with defects of at least 500 pm equivalent diameter, preferably

of a high thermal conductivity substance (i.e., various metals), and located

as close as possible to the surface (preferably closer than 100 Tm). Such

samples would allow systematic study of thermal wave propagation in rubber,

including an estimate of the thermal diffusivity.
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